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NinjaTrader Introduces Brokerage Services with Acquisition of Mirus Futures

Denver, CO, June 30, 2014 – NinjaTrader Group, LLC has announced the launch of
NinjaTrader Brokerage following their acquisition of Mirus Futures. The new brokerage
will leverage the best of both award winning teams to address unfulfilled traders’
expectations and transform the traditional ways brokerage is conducted.
“The NinjaTrader acquisition is exciting not only for current Mirus Futures clients and
users of the NinjaTrader platform, but for the futures industry as whole” stated Eliot
Wickersheimer, EVP of Brokerage Operations. “Futures traders have been searching for
more transparency and a ‘next generation’ user experience,” continued Wickersheimer.
“With the launch of NinjaTrader Brokerage, we are now uniquely positioned to deliver
on those expectations while simultaneously lowering trader costs.”
NinjaTrader and Mirus Futures have over 10 years of demonstrated growth operating
as partners with a shared common goal: empower traders with outstanding service and
industry leading technology. This shared goal, proven history and desire to advance
the trading experience made Mirus Futures an easy selection for NinjaTrader’s
strategic expansion into the delivery of brokerage services.
“As the industry’s leading platform provider, we have witnessed the inefficiencies of
brokerage along with the resulting frustrations experienced by our traders,” stated
Raymond Deux Founder and CEO of NinjaTrader. “Our dedication to providing an
exceptional client experience will remain paramount within NinjaTrader Brokerage.
Combined with our award winning platform and extensive Ecosystem of 400+
partners, we will provide self-directed traders with unprecedented levels of service and
functionality.”
NinjaTrader Brokerage is immediately available to accept new clients with Dorman
Trading as their Futures Commission Merchant (FCM). Existing users of the
NinjaTrader platform do not have to make any changes to their current brokerage

relationships and the transition to NinjaTrader Brokerage for existing Mirus Futures
clients is completely seamless.
About NinjaTrader, LLC
NinjaTrader Group, LLC (www.ninjatrader.com) together with its subsidiaries provides
award-winning electronic trading tools and brokerage services to self-directed traders
allowing both manual and automated trade execution combined with sophisticated
technical analysis software. Initially started in 2003 the company has evolved into a
premier destination for active traders and with an Ecosystem of over 400 partners
developing custom tools and education based on the NinjaTrader platform. The
company serves the global trading community providing free software for advanced
charting, market analytics, trading system development and trade simulation along
with simple transparent commissions.

